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PREFACE 

In May 1972, the United States and the Soviet Unlur. signed an agree- 

ment on scientific aid technical cooperation which established ;. joint 

commission under the co-chairmanship of H. Guyford Stever, Director of 

the National Science Foundation, and V. A. Kirillin, Chairman of the 

State Committee for Science and Technology.  The commission's purpose 

was to facilitate technology exchange between the two countries, and to 

| undertake cooperative research and development efforts in several sclen- 

| tific and technical fields, including energy research and development, 

application of computurs to management, and chemical catalysis.  Work- 

ing groups, consisting of experts from the two countries, were formed 

I for the purpose of exchanging scientific and technical information and 

f preparing for the joint R&D efforts envisaged in the May igreement. 

! Other agreements, providing for joint efforts in space, '..ealth, and the 

environment, were concluded at the eame time. 

While these cooperative arrangements were being made, the United 

States nevertheless continued to maintain its existing policy of con- 

trolling the export of high-technology products and processes ;o the 

communist world.  Although the number of items subject to control was 

reduced, controls were maintained in such fields as advanced computers, 

telecommunications equipment. Integrated circuit production equipment, 

and numerically controlled machine tools.  The controls continue to be 

enforced unilateral ly by the Uuted States, and mul ti laterally in col- 

laboration with its NATO allies (excluding Iceland) and Japan, under a 

legislative mandate from the Congress begun in 1949 and recently re- 

newed.  The original and contimiing purpose of the mandate was to deny 

access by the Soviet Union and other communist countries to advanced 

technology, which, if readily available to them, might enh.uuf communist 

military capabilities. 

The potential for tension between fhesi- two sets of po 1 ic ies—those 

relating to the contimiation of export controls, and those relating to 

the 1972 accords on scientilic ,ind technical . ooperat ion—i s evident. 

Against this background .ind in the context of .i general expansion 

of East-West economic relationships. The Kami Corporation boftm a small 

6^. 
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research effort in thm spring of 197 J witli sevt-ral aims: (I) to assist 

the DeU'nsi- Advanced Research Project! A^cniy in formulating I research 

program concerned with implications for the Department of Defense ol 

increased exchange and export of U.S. technology to the USSk, Kastern 

Kurope, ami China; (2) to investigate opportunities and methods tor en- 

hancing technology flow to the United States Irom the USSK; (3) to con- 

sider whether a suitable price might he placed on exports of U.S. 

technology, both as an alternative to "go/no-go" export controls to 

communist countries and as a hasis for technology transfers to Western 

Kurope and Japan; and (4) to investigate Soviet interests in and capa- 

bilities for using U.S. computer technology and, more generally, aero- 

space technology. 

This work was intended to reconsider U.S. export control policies 

in the light of recent changes in the international environment, and to 

consider suitable criteria for formulating Defense Department policy in 

the interagency machinery that manages these export controls.  It was 

also intended that this research would contribute to a study of U.S. 

export control policy for advanced computer systems, l.eing undertaken 

by the Council on International Kconomic Policy (C1BP)< 

By the start of 197A, Hand research in this area had resulted in 

several reports, some under joint sponsorship with the ClEPi   Prepara- 

tion of these reports was accompanied by discussions with members ol 

the AKI'A staff, including Mr. Cerald Sullivan and Dr. Verne Fryklund, 

K-n()t»-AKl,A, ''h'   Ni-w Eeumxirio fugethemeaat    Amepioon and Soviet 
H(:(iCllon»t   N. Keiles, The Rand Corporation (forthcoming). 

R-1406-CIEP/ARPA, tintimating th   Market for Canputera in the 
.:,,"■,  <   //,/,' ,>,  ,;)„/ /■.,;;;/,, fa  Europt ,   -1.   P.   Stein,   The   RTind   Corporation, 
May   14/4. 

R-1414-ARi'A, Tetthntjlogij Exohangu—Inport Poeaibilitiea from th» 
,'.■.', .1. C. DeHaven, The Rand Corporation, April 19/4. 

K-14 52-ARi,A/cib:p, Natioml SeauHty and Sxpom  Control8t R.  K. 
Klitgaard, The Rand Corporation (forthcoming). 

Unpublished working papers on the following subjects have also 

been completed:  The Computer Cap and National Security:  Some Impli- 

cations tor Relaxing K.xport Controls; Technology Export and Public 

Policy:  Some Analytic Issues; The Expected Imp .ct of Computers on 

Soviet Kconomic Per Iormancc; The Prospects for an "Information Fallout" 
from the New Technology Transfer Arrangements with the Soviet Union; 

and A Role lor Research institutes in U.S.-USSR Technology Exchange. 

^ 



with iir. Mauri.-. Notmtatn In the üfflce of the Assistant Secretan ot 

Defense tor Interndtlonal Security Affair«, and with Dr. CUM uviss In 

the CIEP. Progrea« report« won- mack- at an ARPA «yaposiua on terhnology 

exchange In Septewher 1973, and briefing« on parts of the work nar« 

prcaanted to Rand*« loard of Trustees ami Air Fore« Advisory Group in 

Novcaber 1971.    More extenaive presentations were made to an Intcragency 

symposium or,;ani/e.l hv AKPA in February 1474. ami to a De'ense Seienre 

Board Panel on technology assessment In >une 1474. 

The present report is an overview summary ami d ist i 1 1 .it ion ot the 

work to date.  It is divided Into three parts:  (1) principal results, 

(2) links between Eaat-Ueal trade and other foreign policy and national 

seeuritv   issues,   and   (3)    issues  warranting   further   Study   In   the   hroad 

areas  of   Kast-West    trade   and   international   tachnology   exchange. 
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„I.C.H.  t. ,rolss1,l,„lJ..Hpl.-'MV  »'•'-"" ,M 

relaxi'il. 
Ttepcmiaal „i- fr-i wU-tl«. of control. «.« 

cU.f  There are views on both sides of this question, «d 

litlle hOtd evidence exists to COOfl« or reject either suie. 

TH. jaammic  tßi*   fron, relaxing controls, agau. con- 

.iaered only for the case of large confer systems, can he 

evaluated quantitatively in ter.s of possible gains for U.S. 

exports in Eastern European and Bovi.t markets, and qualua- 

tively in t.fm  of potential i.prove.ents in the performance 

0, thB Soviet economy.  Both gains appear to be modest. 
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These preliminary conclusions have several operational 

implications for current export-control practics.  There is 

a need for additional criteria ind new sorts of information in 

(Ir.iwinK up the list ot restricted exports, and in allowing or 

dis.-.l lowing t-xcfptions.  Instead of asking whether time or 

resources might he saved by the Soviet military, or its capa- 

bilities might he enhanced, analysts should also ask whether the 

time/resource savings and capability increase would he differ- 

ent from, and militarily more important than, what is already 

provide.) to the Soviet Union through other U.S. policies. 

Further, an explicit effort should he made, in formulating the 

restricted liU or granting exceptions to it, to evaluate 

specific political and economic gains and losses expected to 

ensue trom the proposed action. 

Finally, the United States should probably be more con- 

.erned with what it can get in return for relaxing controls 

than with whether to do so.  For example, opportunities for 

importing technology from the Soviet Union might ne improved 

as one tvpe of recompense. 

Is there ■ need tor initiating policy actions in order to en- 

t,u. •„. ,,,/ üf   trffhnulogy   into the United Slates from the Soviet 

There may be significant technology in the Soviet Union 

and Kastern F.utope t rom which the United Stales might benefit. 

For example, Soviet inputs into KM), however measured, have 

heen very large and long sustained.  The priorities and con- 

tent of much of this KM) have differed appreciably from those 

..ssocialed with U.S. technological eflorts.  Furthermore, 

various obstacles have interfered with I he tree flow of in- 

formation and technology both within the Soviet Union, and 

Irom the Soviet Union to the United Slates.  As a result, a 

stock ol opportunities tor technology import, from which the 

United Stales could benefit, may have accumulated.  Some ex- 

amples of fields in which these opportuniIies may lie are 

present eil in t he t ext . 

/ 
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To test the hypotliesis that these opportunities would be 

worth pursuing, several suggestions are advanced.  One involves 

the establishment of research institutes and laboratories— 

■long the lines of the Battelle Memorial Institute, the Stanford 

Research Institute, and Arthur 1). Little — to cooperate with or 

to operate in the Soviet Union, perhaps under some form of joint 

support from several U.S. firms.  Another would focus respon- 

sihilitv within the U.S. government for encouraging the import 

ol technology from the Soviet Union, and tor providing an 

otlicial source ot advocacy lor a lowering of the existing 

harriers to  such flows. 

i.  Can information benefits  be realized from the expanding net- 

work ol I'.ast-West trade and technology transactions? 

As ,i consequence ot t lie near tripling in 147 i of U.S. ex- 

ports to the Soviet Union and ot the doubling of U.S. imports 

trom the Soviet Union, as well as of the emerging activities 

Ol the U.S.-USSK Joint Commission on Scientific ami leclinical 

('ooperation, several thousand new contacts between U.S. and 

Soviet riti/cns have ociutreil.  The question arises whether 

these new ami expaiuling sources ot intormation could hi' used 

to improve our understanding "t how the Soviet economy and 

polilic.il system function. 

One ot the obstacles to realizing such poiential henetits 

lies in t lie reluctance ol many American business and financial 

people to cooperate in a covert intormaliona1 venture.  This 

is not to say that there would not lie some participants, even 

so; only that participation--and the resulting inlnrmat ion-- 

nighl he more restricted and less reliable than it t lie con- 

straint were removed. 

for this reason, the experience ol the British Board ot 

Trade prior to World War II may he worth careful study.  the 

British Hoard of Trade chaired an Interagency rosoRittev ol the 

British government concerned with developing Infornatlon ühout 

(ierman Industry and technology out ol the numerous contacts 

helweeii British and (ierman husiuess and financial interests. 

A~. 
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A similar f.in.tion might bt- usefully pt-rformtci In the present 

contfxt, in an open rather than a eoverl manner, under the 

aegis of an interagency group headed by the State, Commerce, 

or Treasury Department, with participation by open intelligence 

analysts.  Such a central group could provide liaison and 

technical arrangements for Soviet groaps visiting this country, 

as well as for U.S. groups before and after visiting the Soviet 

Union.  One aim of these efforts would be to acquire better in- 

formation about Soviet organizations and procedures concerned 

with research and development and new technology, and a clearer 

picture ot how decisions on resource allocation are made in 

the Soviet economy. 

How should government policy deal with the pHoi*g of *>***■ 

meful  teahnotogy remtlting from tjoomrmmtt MO, in international 

is well as la domestic transactions'.' 

This question  oncerns whether and how commercially useful 

technology resulting from government-funded RM), principally 

that undertaken hy the Department of De.ense of the National 

Aeronautics and Space Administration, and the Atomic F.nergy 

Commission, should be priced.  It includes establishing whether 

I distinction should be made between foreign and domestic sales 

of such spin-olts, and between sales to the Soviet Union or 

other communist countries and sales to Japan or Western European 

i-ount r les. 

It seems likely that the potHUHty  of applying such a 

differential pricing policy, quite apart from its ddvabiUty, 

depends on certain market conditions in the industries concerned. 

These conditions include (a) the existence of at least a few 

U.S. firms that would stand to benefit from the spin-offs from 

public R&D and that would compete to make technology sales 

..broad; and (b) U.S. firms as a group selling technology abroad 

which Is special and distinct and not easily displaced by 

foreign-technology substItutes. 

J^ 
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Besides addressing these four policy questions, we have examined 

several important and surprising ways in which .e. hnologv exchange and 

East-West trade are linked with other isrues of fort, n and national- 

security policy.  These linkages are often obscur^ by the compartments 

into which policymaking is divided, where decisions are frequently made, 

Several such linkages are discussed in relation to the specific case of 

exports of computer systems to the Soviet Union, Eastern Europe, and 

Communist China.  These linkages include (1) the relation between an- 

puter exports and U.S. policies and negotiations in NATO; (2) export 

policy toward China, and its implications for U.S.-Soviet, U.S.-China, 

and U.S.-Japan relations; and (3) the connection between technology 

transfer policies and arms limitations negotiations. 

The report concludes with a brief outline of issues that warrant 

further study.  These issues are'grouped into three categories:  (1) 

East-West trade and technology exchange with the Soviet Union; (2) U.S. 

China technology and trade issues; and (3) general iss.-s  f interna- 

tional technology exchange and cooperation. 

liü 
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tools.  These controls have been appreciably relaxed In recent years; 

the restrictions embodied in the postwar unilateral U.S. Commodity 

Control List were considerably more stringent than those imposed lately 

by the multilateral Coordinating Committee (COCOM) list.  Nevertheless, 

several dozen key industrial categories remain under control.  In many 

of these categories, such as those mentioned above, the controlled items 

represent ■ substantial proportion (for example, over 50 percent in the 

case of integrated circuits) of the entire product line. 

The question of whether these controls should be further relaxed, 

and, if so, at what pace and to what degree, involves complex issues 

of national security, politics, and economics. 

Hat tonal Security.  Security aspects concern the enhanced Soviet 

and Chinese military capabilities that might result from relaxing these 

controls.  To provide .\   logical case for maintaining controls on high- 

technology exports, the resulting enhancement of communist military 

capabilities would have to be substantial.   Otherwise, export control 

policies appear to be fundamentally inconsistent with two other pre- 

vailing U.S. policies:  those relating to the permisnion, even the en- 

courageniciu , of exports of i/icont rol led products and processes to the 

Soviet Union (such as wheat, or production machinery for the large Kama 

Kivcr truck plant, or smaller computers, as well as all computer soft- 

ware), which increased nearly threefold in 1973 to a level of $1.3 

billion; and those relating to the encouragement of technology transfer 

to the Soviet Union under the May 1972 agreements for scientific and 
2 

technical cooperation between the United States and the Soviet Union. 

For a fuller discussion of these and other points relating to 
security, see K. i'.. Klitgaard, Natiunttl  Seoufity  and F.xpovt   Conti'olr., 
I-HK-AIPA/CIIP, The Rand Corporation (forthcoming). 

2 
"Under the May 1972 accords, a joint U.S.-Soviet Commission on 

Scientific and Technical Cooperation was set up with the purposes and 
structure described in the Preface of this report. 

Under Article 4 of these accords, agencies of the Soviet Union 
are allowed to enter into si pirate agreements with individual U.S. firms 
to import technology and management techniques from them.  Article 4 
provides that "...both Parties will, as appropriate, encourage and fa- 
cilitate the estahlishment and development of direct contacts and coop- 
eration between agencies, organizations and firms of both countries and 
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These uncontrolled exports and technology transfer arrangements 

save Soviet resources, or contribute to more efficient operation of the 

Soviet economy.  Of course, such resources may be neither easily nor 

completely transferable to other sectors or uses.  Nevertheless, the 

effect of these benefits is to enable the Soviet Union to realize some 

enhancement of its military capabilities, if it chooses to use the 

saved resources for this purpose.  Thus, the question arises:  how can 

we continue present U.S. policies on export controls in light of other 

U.S. policies that facilitate exports of uncontrolled products and tech- 

nology transfer in other areas?  The answer:  only if there is something 

the conclusion, as appropriate, of Implementing agreements for particu- 
lar activities...." 

Further, Article 4 provides that "...agreements between agencies, 
organizations and enterprises...may cover the subjects of cooperation, 
organizations engaged In the implementation of projects and programs, 
the procedures which should be followed, and any other appropriate 
details." 

By early 1974, the Sovit«- Union had entered into a large number 
of agreements under Article 4, Involving the following companies and 
areas of cooperation: 

Company 

Bechtel 
Boeing 

Brown and Root 
Control Data 

Presser Industries 
General Dynamics 

General Electric 

Hewlett-Packard 

ITT 

Joy Manufactutinfe 
Litton  Industries 
Monsanto 
Occidental   Petroleum 

Singer 

Stanford Research Institute 
Tenneco 

Area of Cooperation 

Construction methods, planning 
Civil aviation, air transport 

technology 
Oil and gas development 
Computers, peripheral equipment, 

systems design, computers 
Oil and gas exploration 
Shipbuilding, aircraft construction, 

telecommunications, computers 
Power and electrical engineering, 

atomic power plants 
MMical electronics, measuring 

equipment, minicomputers 
Communications technology, electronic 

components 
Coal mining equipment 
(Not available) 
(Not available) 
Oil and gas drilling, refining, 

agricultural chemicals 
Computers, electronic instruments, 

textile equipment 
General science and technology 
(Not available) 

^. wji ^ 
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special and different, In quality or quantity, about the potential gain 

for Soviet military capabilities that would result from relaxation of 

the export controls, compared with the potential Impact of uncontrolled 

exports and technology transfer agreements under the May 1972 accords. 

Otherwise the policies on uncontrolled exports and technology transfer 

can simply nullify the purposes that export controls are Intended to 

accomplish. 

Would the capability-enhancing effects of further relaxation of 

export controls be appreciably different from those already open to the 

Soviets from the more permissive U.S. policies in these other areas? 

In an effort to answer this question, we Interrogated several experts 

in the fields of computer technology, military applications, and Soviet 

studies.  The aim was to elicit judgments about the Impact on Soviet 

military capabilities of access to advanced U.S. computers.  The exer- 

cise focused only on computer technology, particularly potential Soviet 

nllitary uses of large computer systems in several areas:  command and 

control, logistics, research and development. Intelligence, guidance, 

and anti-ballistic mis. lie systems.  The Interrogation process was 

loosely organized, qualitative, and not checked by any otner panel of 

experts or by quantitative calculations.  Consequently, the results 

should bf treated with caution .md viewed as preliminary, pending 

further work. 

Granting these limitations, a summary of the principal results may 

be of interest.  It seems to be the case that, given its military doc- 

trines and procedures, the Soviet Union can usually substitute time, 

labor, and other military resources to reduce its need for the most 

advanced large-scale computer systems while producing military capa- 

bilities comparablt- to those of the West's computer-intensive modes of 

structuring and using forces.  Hence, attempted restrictions on Soviet 

access to large U.S. computer systems will not deny or defer acqui- 

sition of many military capabilities that the Soviets have an interest 

in acquiring.  Possible exceptions to this generalization arise in 

ABM applications, battlefield command and control, avionics, and 

atmospheric and oceanic modeling.  Further work would Le required 
2 

to determine the significance of these exceptions.   Moreover, it 

See Klitgaard, op. oit. 
1Ibid. 

~J~, 
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should be emphasised that these points apply only to large  computer 

systems, not to microprocessing units and semiconductor memories that 

can be used for small on-board computer guidance in missile reentry 

vehicles.  These may indeed be of substantial military value to the 

Soviet Union. 

Politics.  Political aspects of export controls relate to the 

political gains that might be realized by relaxing controls, thereby 

contributing to improvements in the international environment or in 

the internal political climate within the Soviet Union.  Clearly, these 

aspects pertain to the broad range of East-West economic relationships 

and the motivations for expanding them, rather than to technology ex- 

change and export controls alone.  While it is not implausible to ' ^pe 

for political gains from the expansion of economic relationships, the 

basis for anticipating such gains is far from clear.  Sharply different 

views are frequently expressed on this issue among segments of the 

policy community in tht- United States, on the one hand, and in the 

Soviet Union, on the other.  Therie dwergent views are examined in de- 
2 

tail in a separate study by Nathan Leites. 

According to some apparently influential beliefs, mo L prevalent 

in the United States than in the Scviet Union, the more extensive the 

economic relationships between the two countries, the more numerous 

will be the friendly contacts between American and Soviet citizens, and 

the lower will be the Po'itiburj'p fear of and hostility toward the 

United States, and its uotivatian and capacity—with regard to its own 

society—to act against the United States.  All of this assumes a high 

level of ability, on the U.S. side, to influence separate elements of 

Soviet society, as well as a strong influence on the Politihuro by 

elements of Soviet society which might thereby become more friendly to 

us.  Each of these assumptions, while not dlsprovable, is not proven 

but merely asserted—and each seems dubious. 

Nathan Leites, The Neu Economic Togethemesv:     Amevi^\oi imd Soviet 
Reactions,  R-1369-ARPA, The Rand Corporation (forthcoming). 

ü.  -  I 
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h.r.cterlstic of the optimisn, of various segments 
Another view characteristic covlet- 

<tv im  that the more extensive the Soviet 
of the U.S. policy community is that 

^erican technological and economic exchanges, the 
, tv»> I) S contrihution to its economy at risk 

will be incline, to put ^ "^ n ^ ^ view. lt 

by a bold, expansionist policy abroad.  In PP 

wmild in any event dwarf the  ^ susceptible than Moscow to 

rurthtt-or«. Washington may itself be lnterests 

pr..wr. fro. .-..ose in the United States whose particular interests 

■„^n.nrf of the •CORMIG status quo. ,..„.1 t,i uain t ron maintenance oi tu«. 

..«. : o.,.,......».. «H- •— rr.^iiT 
, ,,vl„r    ,„.■ s,,..,.. u -*". -»"■«•• ' "-""-hip 

r::...«-. >-•-■:r;::;:r:l:: ir:: 

 ::;:;::r:;:r:::::::rr:,.=::: 
llU' S01 ,•lllS,  V ,     ,.,. thl. neW trade seems to follow • • ..  MUI oven guarded shame, that tin new 

:::::'::;■■:: - ..,t>.fla——"- 

ri,l{ ,.„ for „^„-technology products from the West. 

'   Jju.! a.so points out. the Soviet Union's adoption of a mor 

. „.nee an. its sharp reduction in ideologically 

"^ ,ntCni'tt0- S  * I, 40 ^ from a desire to obtain econo.ic 
loaded rhetoric may result not 
,   m M fro« .be Soviet n.lers' gradual progress to the inslg 

s in international affairs are as likely to be 

^M  ;,S ^^ I  'of   tnations where one most fully exploits another's 
. i...r.. -»rc any number oi siin-»»-» i 

, „v »».tM *.t«t M.. b„t h, «pp.»rlnB t„ support M.. 

^::;:.:r:lu.r: j,s ,„. uuu....._ to;™fl™ of 

.1   ..xnindinn  Kast-West   economic   relationsnip 

1
); Id. 
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controls. Each of us remains his own expert on the matter of political 

gains. In particular diplomatic and negotiating contexts, however, the 

case for expecting such gains may be stronger than it is as a general 

proposit ion. 
Economics.  One economic aspect of export controls on high tech- 

nology products and processes relates to the potential gains for D.S. 

exports if Eastern European and Soviet markets were opened up to these 

now-controlled exports.  In the Rand work on international technology 

exchange, a method developed for estimating the size of potential mar- 

kets has been applied to one category still subject to control, namely. 

computers.1  The potential market for computer exports to Eastern Europe 

and the Soviet Union is estimated as the difference between (a) that 

area's desired demand for computers of Western quality and cost, and 

(b) the number of computers obtainable from the growth of internal pro- 

duction without additional imports from the West.   By this method, it 

is estimated that the complete relaxation of export controls on advanced 

computers would open up a market for U.S. exports to Eastern Europe and 

the Soviet Union which could, under favorable assumptions, reach $300 

million annually by 1985. 
This estimate should be regarded as an upper bound in view of the 

optimistic, and probably unrealistic, assumptions that underlie it. 

l3*m Umim, t'stimatimj  the Market for Computere in the Soviet 
Union  STtoUSi Europe,  R-1406-CIEP/ARPA. The Rand Corporation. May 

1974. 
2The desired demand In Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union Is de- 

rived "Uresslon „del that exP.alnS colter demand per capita 

as a action ».per capita ONP ^-'«^ £  ^/^^Tehl^ 

SSSLT-llXiaS: Öl llrcoun r, variance in counter 

demand is extremely high.  See Stein, op.   rft., PP- 11-21. 
3They include the following:  Soviet and Eastern European capacity 

to Dav for such imports would not be constrained; Soviet computer pro- 
L ton^ould be limited to a fraction of its current y £■«* •J*^ 
(which is perhaps not too unlikely); the average dollar *im of ****** 
ifstern computers would remain constant at ^ *-"f ** ^ Preise in 
systems currently installed in the West. "ot"ithS ^^/^^"ve 
computer prices and an incroasing share of thc relatively inexpensive 
miTomputers in export markets- and the U.S. share of computer exports 
^Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union would rise from its currently 

small proportion to over half of the total. 

.£_ 
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-  - —— 0f e. Mtt controls on computers 
Because of these .ssumptlons, relaxetlon 

: Uon.  With totäl ..port. of computer s,.te.s by ..S-besed ,U. 

f Lut 54 MH«- - «H. it wouU .e surprisfn. II ^it.onn «■ 

por.s to Eastern Europe and the Soviet Unlon -ere to reach a rate of 

to W percent of the annua! total durfns the next decade.  Sue an 

„ rease wouU represent a non-ne.UsihU. yet hardly suhstantUU a n 
t.  v. ^ rnuld he of areat consequence for 

from a national viewpoint, though It could be   g 

Individual firms. 
The .ethod that has heen deveioped for estimating the s*rKet f r 

computers c.uid, of course, he used to estimate the potent.ai market 

for other high-technology product lines as well. 

„other economic aspect of export controls concerns the po sihle 

improvement ,n the performance of the Soviet economy "^ <'™ 

increased imports of „ov-controlled high-technology ^" -»^ 

ces8es.  This aspect has also heen investigated a. part of Rand 
-,.„ in point.1 Computers would seem to o 

again using computers a« a -aae in point. ,,,„„, tech- 

a good exampie of the hurgeoning Soviet interest in ac,uiring U. . 

no gy.  The strong Soviet motivations that lead to this particu a 

l„a  relate to the hope that advanced computer technology can he p 

„ffsat the increasing inefficiency of the statewide planning system, 

TLling growth rate of the economy, and the near collapse of growth 

in total factor productivity in the Soviet Union. 

sed on a hrief qualitative review of the rroMems «—" " 

*. soviet statewide planning system and in the operation an man. et 

the economy, U  seems unliKely that compnter technoiogy will  r 

^„r or prhap» even discernihle, improvements in Soviet grow h and 

d  tivitv  Strong structural forces wooH tend to limit Soviet 

rcrmicHins-the L forces that P-rvade the Soviet system, shaping 

it a  »n.-ils and incentives. 
11  answer, then, can he offered to the original question:  Shou d 

,^1 Prides on export controls he further relaxed, The answer takes 

 ^unpuhlished working paper by Arthur 1. Alexander examines this 

issue. 
2 Ibid. 

JL~. 
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the form of several preliminary conclusions, which are briefly sum- 

marized below.  As noted earlier, the conclusions are based principally 

on work with computers, and should not be extended to other categories 

of advanced technology without further analysis.  Moreover, some of the 

conclusions pertaining to computers also warrant further st'idy. 

1. The ee^mrity  costs and risks from relaxing export controls on 

large computers are probably not so great as they were thought 

to be whon the current control thresholds were originally 

estaklished.  It seems unlikely that the military advantages 

that would be opened to the Soviet Union from such relaxation 

would be qualitatively ditferent from the advantages that they 

already receive through uncontrolled exports and through other 

U.S. policies chat facilitate the transfer of U.S. high tech- 

nology to the Soviet Union.  While this line of reasoning leads 
2 

to relaxing controls on certain larjc  computer systems,  an 

important and certainly arguable assumption underlies this 

conclusion:  naiqely, that these other, more permissive policies 

are consonant with U.S. national interests.  Were the assump- 

tion to be relucted, such policies should be tightened without 

further relaxation of export controls on computers. 

2. The generalized political  gains from such relaxation ar» at 

best unclear.  There are views on both sides of the question, 

bur little hard evidence .by which to confirm or reject either 

side.  Whether diplomatic gains can be realized from politi- 

;ally advantageous bargains is not subject to convincing 

demonstration as a general propositiin, although it may be 

persuasively argued in particular cases. 

3. The economic  gains from relaxing controls can be evaluated 
- 

quantitatively in terms of possible gains for U.S. exports in 

For example, see the discussion in Sec. Ill, below, of the effects 
on Soviet military capabilities of acquiring Western technology. 

2 
Particularly those that do not   involve the most advanced inte- 

grated circuitry, which would be useful for developing micvoproaessimj 
units. 

A^. 
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Eastern European and Soviet markets, and qualitatively in 

relation to potential improvements in the performance of the 

Soviet economy.  Both types of gains appear to be modest. 

4.  Certain operational implications for current export control 

practices follow from the previous discussion.  In formulat- 

ing the list of restricted exports, and in allowing or dis- 

allowing exceptions, there is a need for additional criteria 

and additional Information.  At present, the process concen- 

trates on whether resources or time could be saved by the 

Soviet military, or whether Soviet cap.bllitles co .Id be en- 

hanced, by the removal of an Item from the control list.  If 

the decision Is affirmative, the item remains on the list. 

The previous discussion suggests that several changes tu this 

process would be desirable:  (a) The information sought should 

not focus solely on whether any  savings or capability Increases would 

be afforded the Soviet military, but on whether these savings 

and Increases would be greater and militarilyjnore Important 

than those already provided to the Soviet Unloh through other 

U.S. policies on trade and technology export, previously dis- 

cussed,  (b) An effort should be made in the list review pro- 

cess to evaluate the specific political and economic gains 

and losses expected to ensue from the particular action. 

5.  Finally, the United States should probably be more concerned 

with what It can get in return for relaxing controls, than 

wl'h whrther  to do so.  Such returns can be cast in terms of 

maximizing the price derived for exports of high-technology 

products and processes.  In this context, Che appropriate 

components of price may include other aspects of East-West 

relationships than simply payments in dollars, although real- 

izing these other components may oe more difficult and less 

reliable.  One of them relates to opportunities for, and 

barriers to, the Import of technology from the Soviet Union. 

2.  THE IMPORT (^FJ^ECHNOLOGY 

The second policy question vith which Rand's work has been concerned 

relates to technology import: whether a policy should be initiated 

J 

A** 
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(where one does not now exist) to stimulate the flow of technology from 

the Soviet Union to the United States?  In contrast to the case of ex- 

port controls, there is no explicit legislative or administrative re- 

sponsibility within the U.S. government for the import of technology 

from the Soviet Union, or indeed from any other areas.  Should there 

be such a responsibility? Is the amount of technology in the Soviet 

Union and Eastern Europe which the United States can use a significant 

(ne? And in what areas of technology are the Soviets most likely to 

have information from which we can benefit, thereoy saving R&D and other 

lesources? 

The basic re.- .ma for believing that there may be significant tech- 

nology in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe from which the United 

States can benefit are as follows, although they are far from conclu- 
t 

sive:  (1) Soviet inputs into R&D—whether measured in rubles, scien- 

tists, engineers, laboratories, or other resources—have been very large 
2 

and sustained over *  long period.   (2) Many of the priorities and much 

of the content of Scviet R&D have differed from those associated with 

U.S. technological efiirts, because of differences in physical geography, 

climate, demography, national purpose, and doctrine.  (3) Much of the 

product of this R&D has remained unused, owing to insufficient incen- 

tives for application by Soviet industry.  (4) Various obstacles have 

interfered with the free flow of information and tec.mology from the 

Soviet Unlan to the United States in past years, obstacles that include 

differences in industrial standards, restrictions on the movement of 

people and information, language difficulties, and perhaps the lack of 

sufficient U.S. industrial representation and participation in the newly 

organized U.S.-USSR Joint Conmission on Scientific and Technical 

Cooperation. 

If one draws a distinction between the "technology of the labor- 

atory" and the "technology of the factory," or If one arrays "basic" 

research at one end and "applied" research and production technology at 

These and related issues are examined by James C. DcHaven In 
Technology Exchange—Import Poeeibilities from the USSR,  R-1414-ARPA, 
Ihc Rand Corporation, April 1974. 

2 
Ibtd.,  pp. 8-11. 

^ 
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the other end of the R&D spectrua, the comparative advantages of the 

Sovtet Union probably lie with the technology of the laboratory and the 

more basic types of research.  Consequently, these seem to be the most 

fruitful areas In which to facilitate wider access by U.S. firms, as 

well as government representatives, with a view to technology import 

from the Soviet Union. 

To facilitate such Import, research institutes could be ort.-blished 

to search out useful technological ideas In the Soviet Union,  j develop 

the inventions where necessary, and to arrai.K tor their exploi'.at on 

by U.S. firms.  Organizations that are proficlei.r in just these -.as ts 

include the Battelle Memorial Institute, the Stanford Research Institute, 

and Arthur D. Little.  Such firms might be encouraged to cooperate with, 

and to operate in, the Soviet Union, perhaps under some form of joint 

support. 

Promising areas for technology import include construction materials, 

metals, plastics, mastics, li-bricants, coolants, and hydraulic fluids de- 

signed for use under extreme temperature conditions; procpsses for pro- 

ducing and fabricating heavy castings, forgings, plates, and weldtnents; 

operations and construction In permafrost and tundra regions, such as 

those that the United States will be faced with in construction of the 

Trans-Alaska Pipeline; and technology for protecting high-voltage lines 

and switching stations against lightning damage and other severe cli- 

matic conditions. 

Finally, it would seem desirable to pinpoint responsibility within 

the U.S. government for encouraging the import of technology from the 

Soviet Union and lowering the barriers to such flows.  This action 

would permit a fair test of the hypothesis that there are, indeed, prom- 

ising opportunities for the U.S. from technology import. 

3.  INFORMATION IMPLICATIONS 

The third policy question relates to the implications of technology 

exchange, and of the generally expanding network of East-West trade, for 

improving our understanding of technology and decisionmaking in the 

Soviet Union. 

Ibid.,   pp. 31-36. 

J~. 
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In 1973, U.S. exports to the Soviet Union rose almost threefold 

to an annual rate of over $1.3 billion, while exports from the Soviet 

Union to the U.S. doubled, reaching n  level of about $180 million.  If 

most-favored-nation treatment is provided for Soviet exports to the 

United States, further increases might occur.  And if the serious lim- 

itations on present Soviet capacity to pay ire loosened, prospects 

would brighter, for further increases in U.S. exports to the Soviet 

Union. 

In connection with this actual and potential trade expansion, num- 

erous Soviet trade delegations have been visiting plants and ports 

throughout the United States, and large numbers of American business 

and financial people have visited the Soviet Union, although restric- 

tions are placed on their movements outside Moscow.  Furthermore, under 

the U.S.-USSR Joint Comnission on Scientific and Technical Cooperation 
2 

and its working groups,  several dozen Soviet and U.S. technical experts 

will be in more or less regular contact in the areas covered by these 

and other arrangements.  All together, several thousand additional 

individual contacts between Americans and Russians now exist on business 

and technological matters. 

As a consequence of these developments, new and expanding sources 

of information may be available about the economy, the technology, and 

the organizational behavior of the Soviet Union.  The question arises 

whether these new sources can be effectively used to improve our under- 

standing of how the Soviet system functions in economic and technical 
3 

areas. 

Several obstacles stand in the way of realizing informational bene- 

fits from expanding East-West trade.  A minor obstacle lies in doubt 

about the ability of the technical people Involved in these activities 

to furnish information that goes beyond the useful but narrow details 

See the discussion of capacity to pay, below. 
2 
See above, Sec. 1. 

3 
The question is briefly discussed in an unpublished working paper 

by Joseph M Kirrhheimer, dealing with "Prospects for an 'Information 
Fallout' trom the New Technology Transfer Arrangements with the Soviet 
Union." 

i^. 
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of their own direct concerns to reach broader issues of resource allo- 

catioi and decisionmaking.  A more serious obstacle probably l^s in 

the reluctance of U.S. business and financial people to cooperate in 

such a .venture if handled in a covert manner.  This is not to say that 

there would not be some  participants, only that the participation and 

the resulting information might be more restricted and less reliable 

than if the constraints were removed. 

With these informational aims and constraints in mind, is seems 

desirable to examine the analogous experience of the British Board of 

Trade prior to World War II in developing and analyzing information 

concerning German industry and technology resulting from the numerous 

contacts between British and German business and financial interests. 

A preliminary review of this p'ior experience, keeping in mind the 

desirability of conducting this activity in an open rather than a co- 

vert manner, leads to several conclusions: 

a. Consideration should be giver to having this function per- 

formed outside the intelligence community, under the aegis 

of an interagency group that might be headed by the Depart- 

ment of State, the Department of Commerce, or the Department 

of the Treasury, with participation by open Intelligence 

analysts but under the guidance of the National Security 

Council. 

b. Sui h a centralized group could be responsible for providing 

liaison and technical arrangements for Soviet groups visiting 

this country, as well as for U.S. groups before and after 

visiting the Soviet Union. 

c. A major aim of the entire effort would be to provide the U.S. 

policy community with a better understanding of the organiza- 

tions and procedures concerned with research and development 

and new technology in the Soviet Union, and a clearer picture 

of how decisions are made and resources allocated in the Soviet 

economy. 

Further details are described in Klrchhciacr's paper. 

4_ *~L 
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4.  PRICING COMMERCIALLY USEFUL SPIN-OFFS FROM GOVERNMENT-FUNDED R&D 

If U.S.-based firms sell their technology abroad too cheaply, 

international technology transfer may involve national economic losses. 

This outcome may be the more likely in cases where the R&D costs of 

this technology have been incurred by the government. 

As noted earlier, this issue bears more heavily on U.S. technology 

transactions with Western Europe and Japan, than on those with the 

Soviet Union and Eastern Europe.  The general question is whether and 

how commercially useful technology resulting from government-funded 

R&D, principally that undertaken by the Defense Department, the National 

Aeronautics and Space Administration, and the Atomic Energy Commission, 

should be "priced." The term "price" is used in its most general sense 

to include taxes, or fees on sales, sales of patent rights, royalties 

from licensing agreements, and other arrangements that have in common 

the feature of attaching a cost to the user and providing a return to 

the government.  The question is thus closely linked to the issue of 

so-called R&D recoupment policy—that is, whether and how the government 

should undertake to recover part of its R&D costs, or to defray part of 

its subsequent R&D costs by extracting a fee from users. 

Several component questions arise in this connection:  (a) Should 

any  price or fee for such commercially useful by-products be charged 

by the government?  (b) If so, which policy instruments should be used 

(e.g., taxes, fees on sales, etc.), and under what circumstances? 

(c) Should a different policy be applied if the user or buyer of such 

technology is a foreign (rather than a domestic) corporation or agency? 

(d) Should a further distinction be made if the user or buyer is the 

Soviet Union "<r some other communist country, rather than a U.S. ally 

such as Japan or a Western European country? 

.Only two of these component questions—(a) and (c)—have been 

addressed by the Rand work so far, and these only in a preliminary 

manner.   We hope to do further work on this set of questions in the 

near future. 

1, 
A preliminary discussion of the subject is contained in an un- 

published working,paper by Charles Wolf, Jr., on "Technology Export and 
Public Policy:  Some Analytic Issues."  See also Klitgaard's discussion 
of optimum tariff theory in relation to export controls, op,   ait. 

A*. 
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The preliminary conclusions from the work done so far are as 

follows: 

L.  Whether a "price" should be chf -ged for commercially useful 

spin-offs probably depends on whether the quantity and com- 

position of subsequent  R&D  would be affected by the revenues 

thus recovered.  If subsequent R&D would be altered 'e.g., 

as a result of altered decisionmaking by the agencies ~or- 

cerned, or by the Congress), there may be good reasons foi 

extracting such revenues.  These reasons, having to do vitn 

the incentives for technological advances, are analogous to 

the efficiency reasons for patents and licensing fee.-, in the 

private sector. 

2.     Furthermore, there may he  distributional reasons for capturing 

revenues, since the spin-jffs would otherwise result in con- 

centrated benefits tor a few firms in non-competitive indus- 

triis.  Charging a prlc« for the spin-offs can, in such cases, 

reduce tlie "economii rents" or monopoly profits of these firms, 

M well as the burden imposed on taxpayers to support govern- 

ment KM). 

I.  Whether a differential   price should be charged to foreign and 

domestic buyers of technology is likely to depend on the de- 

sirability ot trying to get foreigners to bear some of the 

long-run R&l) costs otherwise borne by taxpayers In the United 

States, and on whether the prospects for retaliation by foreign 

countries might make this outcome undesirable from the stand- 

point of U.S. consumers. 

4.  Whether a differential pricing policy aan  be charged, quite 

•part from its desirability, probably depends ou whether cer- 

tain market conditions prevail in the industries concerned. 

These conditions include (a) the existence of at least a few 

U.S. firms that would stand to benefit from the spin-offs from 

public RM) and that would compete to make technology sales 

abroad, thereby tending to drive the price of technology down, 

and (b) U.S. firms as a group selling technology abroad which 
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is special and distinct and not easily displaced by foreign- 

technology substitutes (i.e., whose price elasticity of 

foreign demand Is very low) . 

A— 
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II.  LINKS BETWEEN EAST-WZST TRADE AND OTHER FOREIGN 

POLICY AND NATIONAL SECURITY ISSUES 

Technology exchange and East-West trade impinge on other Issues 

of foreign and national security policy in several important and sur- 

prising ways.  The following discussion will be principally ccnce.-ned 

with the example of computers and with how export controls on advanced 

computer systems bear on other foreign policy issues.  In this case, 

as in others, it is important to identify the linkages, because the> 

are often obscured by the compartments into which policymaking is fre- 

quently divided.  The parts of the policy community concerned with 

technology exchange and East-West trade are not the parts concerned, 

say. with NATO, with U.S.-Japan relations, with U.S.-China relation- 

ships, with the Strategic Arms Limitations Talks (SALT), or with for- 

eign aid to less-developed countries.  Yet these other domains may be 

seriously affected by actions (or inaction) in the area of East-West 

trade and technology exchang' -  For example, it Is plausible that dis- 

cussions with the Japanese concerning base rights and possible cost- 

sharing arrangements for U.S. bases in Japan may be connected with 

decisions that the United States makes on export controls applicable 

to computer sales to mainland China through the COCOM procedures in 

which Japan participates. 

A clearer perception of these linkages within the policy community 

should contribute to a more complete and reliable evaluation of alter- 

native policies, and hence to improved decisions. 

1.  THE LINK BETWEEN COMPUTER EXPORTS AND NATO 

It seems generally to be the case that the NATO allies of the 

United States balk at the maintenance of export controls, and that the 

i^TTTxample recalls an earlier instance where the ^fortunate 

consequences of'compartmentalization in P^^^^^^/^r ^ ; 
In the late 1960s the United States was negotiating for base rights 
iith Thafland. while flooding some of Thailand's ^utheast A. an mar- 
kets with competing supplies of rice under the U.S. f°"J*n aid pro 

gram.  Neither those concerned with base-rights ^^ZJ^LV*** 
concerned with the U.S. rice shipments were aware of the important 

links between the two from the standpoint of Thailand. 

Im 
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United State,  Incurs polltlc.l costs by .taUUit these restrictions. 

I„ the cese o£ oomputers. hovever. there 1» an Interesting dep.rtur. 

fro. this pattern.  Some of the NATO allies are concerned lest the re- 

lation of controls proceed too rapidly, hecaose Western Europe's 

exports of computer, currently a^unt to over two-thirds of Soviet Im- 

ports. Soviet imports of computers consist mainly of smaller systems 

having capabllltlea belou the performance thresholds for capacity, 

speed, input-output, and peripheral equipment specified In the pre- 

vailing COCOM controls. The Western European countries are therefore 

concerned le.t a relaxation of these controls, by releasing the upper 

end of the technology spectrum »here D.t. exports have a «-»•«"1" 

advantage, wouid cauae Western European exports to be replaced by those 

from the United States. 
in ao« cases, opposition by so» COCOH members to present con- 

trol, may he combined ulth concern that relaxation might proceed too 

tepidly. For example, the Europe«, may not want the present 11-lta- 

tlon. on export, of computers-« a proc.aslng data rate greater tha„ 
j r.i*.d  »hove 32 mbs, a level at which th« 8 million hit. per second—raised aoove Ji m, 

competitive position of U.S. firms would be dominant. 

Existence of this Ifatef *» -« ^ that """"* '"'""t ' 
trol. .hould be either maintained or relaxed, but It doe. suggest that 

the „ueatlnn of relaxation might approprl«ely be considered a. a part 

of U.S. b.rg.lnlng m* negotiating with other NATO countries, matters 

with which export controls are u.u.lly unconnected. 

2 Trrmri""- afflS™ ""* AaMS ■-IWIT*TI0MS- 
^TTTcond linkage concerns whether potentl.l military bene, ts u, 

the Soviet Union or Chin. fro. technology t— shou   e relate 

to arm. limitation. dl.cu..lon., for ex«.ple, to the SA.T t.lks 

dl.cu..lo„. of Mutual Balanced Force Reductions (HBFR). 
We have discussed, .hove, whether the Soviet Union might r .lire 

slgnlflcnt .Ult.ry g.ln. from the relaxation °< ^ ^^ 
«o^»™«  Such Rains might accrue (a) in the strategic larae computer systems,  sucn gui"«» -^e 

Ix , hrough the improved targeting of „tl-b.lllstlc missile sys- 

Z    ^ Z  - tb. context of the.ter w.r, through improvements In 

-Mi   i^ ■ -J 
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substantlally, or appreciably) different from the gains fVi oicU'd to 

them, the two sets of prevailing policies are inconsistent.  Conslstf.ncy 

might be established either by further relaxing controls, or by further 

restricting the currently allowed trade and confining the areas of sci- 

entific and technical cooperation. 

However, a fair evaluation of these sharp alternatives, as well as 

of various intermediate ones, is inhibited by compartmentalization 

within the responsible policy community.  For example, export promotion 

and credit extension lie in the purview of the Department of Commerce, 

the Export-Import Bank, and the Department of the Treasury; the trans- 

fer of advanced technology under the May 1972 accords lies in the pur- 

view of the National Science Foundation; and export controls operate 

under the aegis of interagency committees including representation 

from the Commerce, State, and Defense departments.  Although membership 

in these several communities is overlapping, the fact of separate or- 

ganizations and operations does not facilitate a direct confrontation 

of the issue. 

A related issue is whether, if export controls were relaxed, there 

would be increased pressure on the U.S. government from the business 

and financial community for concessional credits to finance expanded 

exports to the Soviet Union.  As long as export controls have been in 

effect, the onus of limited trade has tended to fall on these sectors. 

If the controls were removed or relaxed, the limited capacity of the 

Soviet Union to finance such imports by expanding its own exports or 

by selling gold stocks would become more noticeable.  Hence, pressure 

tc augment that capacity by :oncessional credits from the Export-Import 

Bank, or by other governments 1 means, may grow. 

The results could well be adverse to the United States.  The doubts 

of U.S. allies would be renewed as to whether the advantages of being 

inside the alliance match those of being outside, and the less-developed 

countries' views about the parsimoniousness of U.S. foreign aid would 

be reenforced.  This, of course, does not imply that export controls 

should be retained.  It only suggests another linkage between controls 

and other aspects of U.S. foreign policy. 

See the discussion of capacity to pay, below. 
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III.  ISSUES FOR FURTHER STUDY 

A number of issues bearing on the preceding discussion warrant fur- 

ther sfudy.  Some of them relate to international trade with the Soviet 

Union and China, and to technology exchange; others to trade and tech- 

nology transactions with American allies in Western Europe and Japan. 

At a time when economic cooperation with "adversaries" is beconing an 

Increasingly prominent feature of American policy, it is perhapt espe- 

cially important to promote opportunities for closer cooperation with 

our allies.  Otherwise, we may confront the irony of a policy orientc- 

tion that seems to these allies to favor adversaries, while we bargain 

hard on trade, technology, and monetary arrangements with our friends— 

with further disruptive effects on the strained structure of our alli- 

ances. 

The selection of issues for further study is loosely based on sev- 

eral criteria:  a connection with the discussion in Sec. II, especially 

as relating to export controls and opportunities for technology import 

from the Soviet Union; a connection with other major national security 

and foreign policy problems discussed in Sec. II; and a potential con- 

tribution to improvements in technology exchange and economic coopera- 

tion with our allies, as well as with the Soviet Union.  The Issues 

fall into three categories:  (1) East-West trade and technology exchange 

with the Soviet Union; (2) U.S.-China technology and trade Issues; and 

(3) general issues of international technology exchange and cooperation. 

1.  EAST-WEST TRADE AND TECHNOLOGY EXCHANGE WITH THE SOVIET UNION 

A.  Effects of the Acquisition of Western Technology on Soviet Military 

Capabilities 

Instead of approaching national security aspects of export con- 

trols from the direction of /hether relaxation of controls (e.g., on 

computers) would affect Soviet military capabilities, the problem might 

be turned around.  We might consider which aspects of Soviet military 

capability would be of greatest  concern to us were they to be 

enhanced~e.g., MIRVlng of the missile force, satellite reconnaissance, 
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precislon guidance for air defense or for air-delivered attack ordnance. 

Next, we would consider whit specific component technology, or system 

technology, these enhanced capabilities depend on—e.g., laser optics, 

electronic optics, on-board computers.  The alia would be a clear Indica- 

tion of the functional relationships Involved:  rne costs to the Soviet 

Union of achieving equivalent military enhancement with and without ac- 

cess to the component technology.  The Investigation should also address 

the question of how. If controls were relaxed, exports of component 

technology would contribute to Soviet acquisition of the technology In 

question, whether In terms of Increased speed or of reduced acquisition 

costs.  The study should consider how these gains compare with those 

open to the Soviet Union through now uncontrolled e-.ports, and through 

technology accessible to the Soviet Union by other means, such as by 
2 

the agreements with the private firms under Article 4.  Finally, the 

study should also consider how such a process of Investigation can be 

grafted onto present export controls, through changes In the quest ons 

asked, the Information sought, and the criteria applied. 

A useful case study might, for example, be made of preclslo .-guided 

munitions (PGMs), an area where the United States la believed to have 

a significant technological lead over the Soviet Union.  In this case, 

the first question to be addressed Is whether Soviet acquisition of 

PGMs (beyond the wlre-gulded antitank weapons they already possess) 

would lead to an enhancement of capability of substantial concern to 

the United States.  If It wculd, we would try to Identify the component 

technology that such a potential capability enhancement would depend on, 

and the ways In which present export controls may Impede access to this 

technology.  Finally, the study would Investigate whether alternative 

access to the requisite technology Is perhaps provided by other prod- 

ucts and processes that are not  subject to control at all. 

Such a study would benefit both from calculations of the quantita- 

tive relationships described and from a systematic Delphi treatment. 

"Greatest" because those Soviet capabilities that are of lessev 
concern could probably be enhanced anyhow by the resource-saving ad- 
vantages realized from other Imports not  subject to controls. 

2 
See above, Sec. I. 

i 
i 
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Tlie latter would attempt to structure the judgments of a suitably se- 

lec'.ed group of experts in a more formal and precise way than was done 

in the illustrative exercise described earlier. 

B.  Technological Cooperation and Export Controls 

It would seem timely to evaluate the relationship between U.S. and 

CDCUM export control policies, on the one hand, and the policies if 

technological cooperation with the Soviet Union under the D.S.-'ISSR 

Joint Commission on Scientific and Technical Cooperation, its suhslliary 

working groups, and the separate Soviet arrangements with private U.S. 

firms, on the other.  liesides addressing the central question of the 

• miotenay  between these two sets ol policies, this evaluation should 

he concerned with the relative effects of each in reducing the putative 

"gap" in Soviet technology In particular fields.  The study should ad- 

dress the costs and the gain:, for both sides from these two sets of 

policies, the ielai ionsliip ol each to furthering or inhi )iting an in- 

ternational envlroiuwnt of d tent , md the reaction of third countries 

(especially NATO elliea and lapan» to each, considered separately as 

veil as together«  Clearly, lor ^ une i,but not all) parts of this eval- 

uat ion, qual Ll.it ive r.ither than quantitative estimates will be neces- 

sary. 

C.  The Impact of Technology Imports on the Soviet "Absorption" Problem 

The Soviet decision to push for rapid trade expansion, particularly 

imports of advanced technology, is related to domestic economic diffi- 

culties of the past decade.  The Soviet economy has fallen off Its high 

growth path of the 1950s, owing to increasing tightness of the labor 

supply and faltering productivity.  The latter reflects deep-rooted 

systematic deficiencies leading to enterprise incentives that are in- 

sufficient to promote a rapid rate of technological Innovation. 

To a considerable extent, Soviet leaders acknowledge this diag- 

nosis; since 1965 they have attempted In a number of ways to reform 

Soviet economic organization.  But these efforts have not succeeded 

See above, pp. 4-5, and Klitgaard, op. ait. 
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in restoring Soviet growth, and the government does not seem prepared 

to institute the more thoroughgoing reform that alone might be capable 

of doing the job.  Thus, in seeking to expand imports of advanced 

technology—whether in the form of machinery, or of know-how (license.!, 

patents)—the government is hoping to find an alternative means of rais- 

ing productivity at home. 

In the light of what we observe in the Soviet economy, narticularly 

the inability of central planners to induce managers to innovate and 

introduce new technology (the so-called "technology absorption" problem), 

we would predict that the impact of Western technology will not be dras- 

tic.  The enterprise that is reequipped with the latest Western ma- 

chinery will probably operate more productively after the change than 

it did before, but there is nothing to indicate that the physical change 

alone will transform incentives and therefore behavior.  The mere im- 

portation of advanced technology should provide a series of one-shot 

effects without necessarily leading to a chain-reaction.  Since »he 

early 196üs, a number of such one-shot palliatives (e.g., the various 

administrative-planning r-forms) have enabled Soviet leaders to "muddle 

through,' avoiding both economic stagnation and tl" need for more radi- 

cal reform. 

This prediction can be fully tested only as the Soviet technology 

import program proceeds.  However, a partial view end tentative conclu- 

sions can be drawn by examining the way in which Scviet effoits Lo in- 

troduce selected Western technology through machinery imports In the 

past, especially in the 192ÜS and early 19 3Us and again in the 195Us, 

have been absorbed in various branches ot industry.  This examination 

should also provide a base for forecast, ing changes in Soviet trade 

policy—e.g., with regard to favored instrur.^us ot  trade and types ot 

exchange relationships with Vestern firms—and for improving our asess- 

ment of the opportunities for and constraints on Soviet policy in third 

areas—e.g., in the Middle East. 

D.  Capacity to Pay 

The question of the Soviet Union's capacity to pay for imports in 

high-technology fields is of pervasive importance, whether the issue 
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concerns product Imports, or Joint Investment ventures, or licensing as 

possible channels for technology transfer.  To expand its limited ca- 

pacity, the Soviet Union has three options:  increasing exports, selling 

gold from inventory or current production, and obtaining outside credits. 

increased exports depend, in part, on most-favored-nation (MFN) 

treatment for Soviet and Eastern European products in  U.S. markets. 

Most Soviet exports to the United States are not seriously impeded by 

the absence of MFN treatment.  Indeed, the Soviets already enjoy sellers' 

markets in the United States with respect to platinum and chron. urn ore. 

In these cases, the limitation on Soviet capability to export is Soviet 

capacity to produce, rather than MFN.  Exports of Soviet raanufacLur-.d 

products tend to be limited by factors of quality, maintainability, and 

price.  In any event, it should be possible to estimate the prosprcts 

for an expansion of Soviet exports in various product lines, and how 

these prospects would be affected by MFN treatment. 

Another means of expanding capacity to pay is through sales of 

gold from stocks or new production.  Data on Soviet gold holdings and 

production potential are of questionable reliability.  Soviet gold 

stocks in 1972 were reported as nearly 2,000 metric tons, or over $9 

billion at prevailing market prices.  Soviet gold sales in 1972 were 

about 150 tons.  In other recent years, sales have ranged as high as 

500 tons (1965), the proceeds serving to meet the Soviet Union's needs 

for international liquidity.  As the world's second largest producer 

(after South Africa) , the Soviet Union is currently estimated to pro- 

duce around 200 tons of gold annually, 'orth about $700-800 million; 

but there is little information on the expandability and real costs of 

2 
Soviet production. 

1For a brief discussi—i of certain aspects of the Soviet Union's 
capacity to pay for imports, see the author's testimony before the Sub- 
committee on International Cooperation in Science and Space of the 
House Committee on Science and Astronautics, December 6, 1973.  Charles 
Wolf, Jr., Technology Exchange Between  the United States and the Sovtet 
Union,  P-5138, The Rand Corporation, December 1973. 

2rind.,  pp. 4-5. See also SotUi Moomomio Prospects for the 
. entiM. • compendium of papers submitted to the Joint Economic 
Committee, Congress of the United States. June 27, 1973, Washington, D.C. 
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Finally, the Soviet Union might obtain outside credits, either from 

the U.S. governmental sources (the Export-Import Bank) at concessional 

terms, or from the private banking and financial community.  There are 

strong reasons why the second of these sources should be preferred from 

the U.S. point of view, and the first from the Soviet point of view. 

Soviet access to credit from private financial sources is itself likely 

to depend on the two preceding types of liquidity growth-increased ex- 

ports and geld sales. 

Choice of means of paying for Western imports can affect the effort 

to increase productivity through trade.  Dipping into gold stocks or ob- 

taining long-term concessional credits would be the simplest arrangement 

from the Kremlin's viewpoint, because it obviates the need for develop- 

ing special export lines to finance required imports.  And Soviet 

leaders still tend to emphasize imports in thinking about trade.  Fur- 

thermore, the Soviet Union remains a centrally planned economy in which 

foreign trade is unlikely in the foreseeable future to loom large in 

total output.  In any case, the options of credits and gold sales se.m 

least likely to make waves on the Soviet scene and may be preferred for 

that reason. 

On  the other hand, perhaps the most lasting benefits from the So- 

viet standpoint might be obtained by developing lines of manufactured 

goods, especially machinery and equipment, for export (perhaps on a buy- 

back basis,.  The necessity to meet foreign competition might force 

planners to s^.ek new approaches in economic organisation for the export 

industries.  From there, the effects might spill over to branches not 

specifically producing for export. 

In sum, it would be desirable to explore each of these components 

of the Soviet capacity to pay, because of their pervasive influence on 

financing the entire range of East-West trade and technology transac- 

t ions. 

E. soviet ^m tiArea8 Qther Than the lJnited stat— 
In its efforts to expand exports, the Soviet Union has attained 

relatively few successes in exporting manufactured products, especially 

machinery, to the West.  Exports of Soviet equipment to the 
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less-developed countries are usually financed at least in part by credits 

extended on hard repayment terms.  In nost cases where Soviet exports 

have been subjected to the pressure of international competition, the 

outcome lias been unfavorable, owing to the inferiority of Russian goods 

and attendant services (supply of parts, merchandising, packing, etc.)- 

However, some kinds of industrial goods—e.g., metallurgical equipment, 

machine tools, and tractors—have found acceptance.  It would be worth- 

while to investigate the special conditions that may distingu.'sh the 

production and marketing of these successful cases.  Such an investiga- 

tion should yield additional insight into Soviet export marketobility, 

and into the lagging factor productivity and deceleration of econonie 

growth in the Soviet Union more generally.  It would be appropriate as 

part of this investigation to consider the impact that Soviet exports 

would have on American, Western European, and Japanese exports to other 

countries. 

t\     Opportunities for Technology Import from the Soviet Unidn 

Differing views have been expressed as to how the United States 

might benefit from increased access to Soviet technology.  Al ve, rea- 

sons are advanced for anticipating fruitful results from such access. 

It would be uselul to bring this matter to a conclusion by pursuing 

several lines of inquiry.  U.S. delegates to the U.S.-USSR Joint Com- 

mission on Scientific and Technical Cooperation, and the working groups 

established by tha Commission, could be systematically interviewed to 

Juarn their views as to how the United States could facilitate the im- 

portation of useful technology from the Soviet Union, where the barriers 

to such transfer lie, and where the most lucrative opportunities are to 

be tound.  A similar inquiry directed toward U.S. businessmen who have 

visited the Soviet Union, or who have received visits from Soviet rep- 

resentatives, would be a useful extension.  The aim would be to deter- 

mine both the fields from which the U.S. would stand to benefit most 

by technology import, and the specific policy instruments—among those 

See also DeHaven, op.   j-it. 
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alluded to above—that the U.S. government should negotiate with the 

Soviet Union. 

G.  Soviet and Eastern European Markets for High-technology Exports 

it would be useful to adapt the multivariate regression method for 

estimating Soviet demand for Western computers—referred to above—to 

other high-technology fields.  Admittedly, there are serious shortcom- 

ings to using cross-sectional and time-series data from Western European 

and U.S. experience to forecast potential Eastern European and Soviet 

demand for particular categories of high-technology products.  Hie in- 

terindustry structure of the Soviet economy differs from that of Western 

Europe and the United States, botli because of differences in resource 

endownments and, more especially, because the Soviet Union is a cen- 

trally planned economy in which priorities dictated by planners and 

doctrines can sharply alter investment and production schedules.  Never- 

theless, the Soviet Union has recently expressed strong interest in im- 

porting technology from the West as a means of offsetting its lagging 

productivity, rising capital-output ratios, and diminished growth rates. 

Consequently, Soviet central planners may be more inclined to borrow 

from and to emulate Western and U.S. technological developments than 

they have been in the past; indeed, they may be .ire inclined to do so 

than realistic appraisals of comparative cost and relative efficiency 

might warrant. 

For these reasons, further development of the regression method 

for estimating demand for computers may be of interest.  Subsequent 

work should be applie1 to other products, espacially those still under 

U.S. and COCOM export controls, such as telecommunications equipment 

and numerically controlled machine tools.  Such estimates, especially 

if combined with a closer analysis of Soviet capacity to pay, and if 

explicit allowance were made for structural differences between Soviet- 

type economies and those of the West, would help to provide the U.S. 

policy community with a better sense of the fields in which Soviet in- 

terest In technology import from the West is likely to be strongest 

and U.S. and Western export gains are likely to be greatest.  A better 

appreciation of what we would be gaining  and what we would be giving 
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„1 

through particular measures to relax controls would be helpful in inter- 

agency policymaklug and in negotiations with the Soviet Union. 

H.  The Problem of Aavrnmetry;  The Distribution of Gains in Transactions 

Between Single Buyers (Sellers) and Multiple Sellers (Buyersj. 

As noted earlier, Article 4 of the May 1972 accords allows agree- 

ments to be made lot  technological cooperation and Joint acti/lties 

"between agencies, organizations, and firms of both countries. . 

In the actual operation of Article 4. the United States may be ^t   . dis- 

advantage.  Soviet agencies, under the coordination of the Joint Com- 

mission on Scientific and Technical Cooperation, may be able to under- 

take transactions with the United States for buying or selling high 

technology from the standpoint of a more or less unifUd  buyer or seller 

dealing with a mlHpU<rCty  of U.S. firms.  The situation may be one in 

which a single buyer is dealing with multiple sellers, notwithstanding 

the fact that Soviet agencies are far from perfectly competitive. 

Nevertheless, the advantage from such a market structure, in regard to 

the terms of trade and the distribution of gains between participants, 

may be asynmetrically in favor of the Soviet Union. 

It should be of interest, then, to analyze from both a theoretical 

and an institutional standpoint, how the terms of trade are affected 

as the number of buyers (sellers) shrinks, and the number of sellers 

(buyers) grows.  The result may be to uncover ideas for policy that 

would strengthen the relative bargaining position of U.S. firms. 

2  11-S.-CHINA TECHNOLOGY EXCHANGE, ABD TRADE ISSUES 

k,    ECUctl olVsmtmrnJS^QlSSUS  China's Military Capabilities 

Th« investigation would be an exact counterpart of that described 

ahov. concerning the . ffects of the acquisition of Western technology 

„„ Soviet militarv capabilities.2  Like the proposed Soviet study, it 

See above , Sec. i. 

See above, 1M>. 22-24. 
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would employ a Delphi technique and would make precise calculations of 

potential miMtary consequences, perhaps also using precision-guided 

mun<tions as a case in point. 

L Impacts on the Soviet Union of Possible Increases in Chinese Mili- 

tary Capabilities Resulting from Acquisition of Western Technology 

It is not entirely clear whether increases in Chinese milit.irv 

effectiveness owing to the acquisition of Western technology (see 2A, 

above) would be harmful or beneficial to the interests of the United 

States and its allies.  One aspect of studying this point is the 

probible effect of incremental Chinese capabilities on the Soviet Union's 

defense budget and deployment decisions.  A Rand study of the interac- 

tions among the defense budgets of China, the Soviet Union, and the 

United States suggests that the interaction between China and the Soviet 

Union is much more pronounced than that between either country and the 
1 ' 

United States. 

It should be of interest to apply this earlier work to a finer- 

grained investigation of the effects of potential increases in Chinese 

military capabilities, resulting from the import of Western technology, 

on Soviet military resource allocations.  Viewed in this light, some 

increases in Chinese capabilities—e .g. , stronger air defenses—may be 

beneficial rather than harmful to the interests of the United States. 

C.  China's Capacity to Pay 

This study would be an exact counterpart of that concerning the 

Soviet Union, discussed above.  Although Chinese gold production and 

sales are not likely to make up a significant part of the study as they 

do for the Soviet Union, other aspects of the capaclty-to-pay study 

(I.e., potential Increases In China's exports, and its access to for- 

eign credits) would apply.  Again, the pervasive effect of this Issue 

on trade and technology exports to China warrants some closer attention. 

1 
J. H. Despres and P. J. Dhrymes, Lefense Budget   TnUraotimei 

lyelvmnary Econometric Analyaie of U.S.,  Soviet,  and Chinese Conpeti- 
tton   (U), R-1390-PR, The Rand Corporation. November 1973 (Secret) 
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3.  GENERAL ISSUES OF INTERNATIONAL TECHNOLOGY EXCHANGE AND COOPERATION 

International technology exchange with Western Europe and Japan 

involves problems and opportunities that in some respects transcend 

those of transactions with communist countries.  Two such issues are 

the following. 

A.  International Cooperation To Reduce Government R&L Costs 

If U.S. government RiD were sponsored Jointly with other cour.tries, 

particularly some of our NATO allies and Japan, the United States might 

be able, by sharing the KM) burden, to Increase the yield from its l&D 

resources.  Although the idea is not new—and our limited experience 

with it not very encouraging—one particular aspect of it is novel and 

timely in a period of tight defense budgets.  The suggestion is that 

international cooperation in R&D be undertaken on a large scale for ef- 

ficiency purposes, rather than on a small scale for political purposes. 

For example, R&D contracts might be opened to foreign bidders, who 

might in some cases be cheaper than U.S. contractors.  Some degree of 

reciprocity (it would not have to be symmetrical) should be sought, so 

that U.S. contractors could bid on the R&D contracts of foreign govern- 

ments as well. 

Joint R&D in the area of coal and other energy technologies would 

be both important and timely.  It is an area well suited to interna- 

tional cooperation, especially with the Japanese and the West 

Germans—with the former because of their critical dependence on fuel 

Imports, and with the latter because of their experience in some as- 

pects of developing synthetic crude oil from coal supplies. 

B.  Th« telatlye Effect> of Trade, Licensing, Multinational Corporations, 

and Foreig^i R&D on the International Dissemination of Technology 

The aim of such a study would be to examine how particular firms 

obtain new technology, Including the relative effects of product im- 

ports, licenses, Msociatton wit! multinational corporations, and the 

lirms1 own R&Ü.  The area has beeu widely studied for several years, 

but Insights into tie process, especially into the relative effects of 

these various modes of technology transfer, remain shallow.  Making 
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case studies of specific industries would be preferable to trying to 

contribute to the general discussion of the product cycle in the lit- 

erature.  Rand may, for example, have a comparative advantage in inves- 

tigating the computer industry, one that would permit it tc quantify 

ar.d test some hypotheses in the product-cycle and technology-transfer 

literature.  These hypotheses Include the propositions (a) that Imports 

of new products lead, in a prsdictable time, to the importing country's 

acquisition of the new technology by establishing an import-substituting 

industry, and (b) that a foreign country may acquire new technology by 

licensing from the United States, by Imitating local affiliates of U.S. 

multinational corporations, and by encouraging government R&D. 

Research in this area should permit more effective management of 

the several public policy instruments for contributing to, or impeding, 

international technology transfer. 
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